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A Message from the President
By Julie Wyman , PMP, President

Letter from the
President
As my year as President is nearing
the end in June 2014, I find myself
returning to the theme that I
started my year off as President –
Volunteerism. I have volunteered
my time as a member of the Chapter on the Board of Directors over
the past 10 years as Director of
Sponsorship and Marketing, Director of Volunteers, President-Elect,
now President and soon to be Past
President. Why do I bring this to
your attention? Because within all
of us we should “move outside our
box” and try something new, which
is why I originally became a member of PMI and the New Hampshire
Chapter, and why I originally volunteered for sponsorship and marketing – something far outside my
own comfort zone when I started.
While I was working as a project
manager in
my “day”
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realize that there was more I
could be doing for myself professionally which lead me to volunteer as a member of the Board.
But the other opportunity it gave
me a few years later was the job of
a lifetime working overseas and
traveling around the world to
countries and cultures I never
dreamed of and leveraging my
project management skills. All because I took a chance and decided
to try something new and different
- volunteering. This broadened my
world exponentially because I
learned additional skills such as
working in a multi-lingual, multicultural world – experience I would
never have the opportunity to
learn at my old job.
While my journey to yearn to do
more took me down an interesting
path, there are many ways you
can move outside your own box
and try something new. Our chapter offers many programs to support the membership, including:
NetPM Program
NetPM is a Networking Program
that meets each month to support chapter members who are
looking for networking opportunities and/or jobs via the networking opportunities.
Join via the PMI New Hampshire LinkedIn page and then
join NetPM.
Mentor Program
A new initiative to identify
mentors and match mentors to
chapter members who are
looking to advance their knowlPage 1

edge in a particular area
(read the article in this
newsletter).
Annual Awards Program
The goal of this program is
to increase the visibility of
our chapter in the state and
our local community, as well
as to recognize the outstanding efforts of our members, those who support
them, and those who they
support.
PMI Education Foundation
(PMIEF)
The goal is to advance project management skills at
the Elementary, Middle and
High School student level
and to educate teachers and
students on the benefits of
PMIEF. Through PMIEF and
our chapter we can help
them understand their current curriculum and develop
high-level plans on workshop
development, execution,
performance evaluation and
management, etc.
PMP Instructor/Mentor
The chapter is always interested in PMP’s as instructors
or mentors for one of the
four courses we offer each
year.
Continued next page
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A Message from the President continued
These are just a few of the volunteer initiatives the chapter offers
today. If you have ideas for others, there could be additional opportunities to share and collaborate as project managers.
From our April 2014 chapter
meeting, we learned about the
multi-generational gap in today’s
workforce. This is our reality to-

day with rapidly changing technology and even project management trends to social media and
new approaches and methodologies towards project management.

new and exciting like contributing
an article to the newsletter, posting on our social media channels,
volunteering for an opportunity,
join the board – get outside that
box and make a difference!

The point is to move outside your
box – that comfort zone we like
to stay in – and do something

Questions You May Ask…..
On the PMI-NH Chapter Mentoring Program
1. Will there be a PMI-NH Chapter Mentoring Program, and if so, when will the Program be
available?
Answer: The PMI-NH Chapter has launched a project to put a Mentoring Program in place as a
benefit to all chapter members. The Mentoring Program will pair seasoned project managers with
those newer to project management or looking to hone a specific area in project management. With
Chapter members’ help, the goal is to have the Mentoring Program started prior to Summer 2014.
2. Can I help?
Answer: Yes, we’d like your help! Immediately, we’re looking for:
• 3-5 people who will make up the Mentoring Program Committee. This Committee will develop
the Mentoring Program infrastructure, guidelines, and then oversee the Mentoring Program. after
• Seasoned Project Managers from all industries who would like to share their career experiences
• Project Managers who are looking to be mentored. If you are interested in helping, please contact Nora
Colliton at nccolliton@yahoo.com.
3. Do I have to be a PMI-NH Chapter member?
Answer: Yes, and No
Yes, if you’d like to be a mentee and received the mentoring benefit available to our members.
No, if you have adequate experience in a specific industry to mentor a Chapter member.
4. Does it cost me anything?
Answer: This is a benefit to our Chapter members. So, there is no monetary cost. However, if you do
commit to a mentor/mentee pairing, we have some expectations on your time and participation. We will
share the guidelines with those who participate as either a mentor or a mentee.
5. If I volunteer, can I get PDUs?
Answer: Yes, of course. Mentoring Program Committee members will receive PDUs. And, both mentors
and mentees also receive PDUs.

If you are interested in helping,
Please contact Nora Colliton at nccolliton@yahoo.com
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Membership Contributions
By Linda Schiavo, PMP

much easier to estimate their
work.

Culture Shock
It was projected that
the development alone
would end 1
½ years
later in August 2013. At first,
and to no surprise, the management and staff didn’t trust a project plan and didn’t understand
how closely we would be tracking
progress. The only support available was my IT vice president as
he had previous project management experience. Once the proThis particular project was in pro- ject plan was in place and basegress for two years already and
lined, weekly team meetings were
they couldn’t gain any traction.
established, and reporting metrics
My first task was to review the
took shape, it was time to begin
project and complete an analysis tracking the progress. This
and WBS of the remaining tasks. proved to be the most challenging
It was a challenge to get estipart as I would hear answers like;
mates for the remaining tasks as “I’m almost done”, “should be
this team had never had to perready tomorrow”, “it’s comform estimates – it was all “gut - plete” (but found out later it wasfeel”, so they were not used to
n’t). At first I thought this was
writing down a number that
specific to the team members on
would be measured. They also
this project. However, once a
were thinking of a development
different project began with a difunit as one large package and I
ferent project team, I came to
had to lead them through several realize this was true for most of
sessions to understand the estithe staff here.
mate process. That a unit of
work at the development level
Now, I know that’s not surprising
should be no more than 40 hours in most cases and it’s a matter of
long and the actual steps they
building rapport and team camahad to perform to develop a unit
raderie, and I did my best!
of work; business requirement
Donuts at morning meetings defidocs, systems requirements docs, nitely helped, but there was a sebuild, unit test, promote, QA test, rious resistance to accepting proand implement. Once we under- ject management at this company
stood the task breakdown it was
and in this culture. At the staff
In late 2011, I took a contract PM
position at a company that desperately needed assistance to
drive an IT systems upgrade project to completion. Sounded like
a job for a PMP! And it was, but
what I didn’t realize is that this
organization had never heard of
project management and wasn’t
welcoming me with open arms.
Their average employee is 55+
years old with 15-25 years average tenure. What is a PMP to do?
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level they couldn’t understand
why someone was asking them
how they were doing on a task
and why they were being held to
a date. It’s been so relaxed for
so many years they never had
hard deadlines, until this project.
The message they wouldn’t hear,
however, was about my being
there to help remove roadblocks
if they were running behind or if
they needed to communicate to
others I could assist and so on.
At the management level, they
didn’t understand why I was requesting meetings and interrupting their staff and their daily
workloads. Also, the vice president didn’t want to use most of
the PMI’s tools and methodologies, worried that the staff would
be overwhelmed. And starting in
the middle of the initial project, it
was difficult to stop and regroup
with things like project charters
and scope documents.
I turned to my vice president and
asked for help. He began building
a “wolf pack”, a strategy that
worked for him for years in his
role. His theory is that when he
has a vision or plan that no one
else is familiar with he finds one
to two “C” level managers with
whom he can casually discuss his

Continued next page
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Culture Shock continued
By Linda Schiavo, PMP

ideas. Get them excited about it,
or perhaps they’ve already subscribed to the idea but couldn’t
get it implemented themselves.
That way, when he formally
speaks about the plan in front of
a larger group of his peers, he
knows he would have support
when others waivered. You build
a pack of people (wolves) that are
your support system and hopefully each time it is discussed you
add more colleagues to your
pack. He began doing this for
project management and managers began to take notice.
For two years, I plodded through

that first project and with all the
disagreements and pulling teeth
to get statuses, the development
was completed. And guess
when? Aug 2013, right when the
original plan expected!
Thanks to my vice president, after 2 ½ years the wolf pack had
been built at the top level and
finally emerged successful. There
was a greater level of understanding of exactly how project
management could create a
transparency into projects across
the company and assist in planning. I was converted to a permanent employee and as new
projects have begun I’ve been
able to navigate the knowledge

areas and process groups much
more easily. There is much more
buy-in from the staff members
and willingness to try the PMI
methodologies.
This process of implementing project management has been the
most difficult I’ve ever been
through and I wanted to share
my experience so others who may
go through the same situation
may not feel so alone! Hope this
was insightful and if you have any
questions, please contact me anytime!

NH Food Bank Donations
Bring an item for a special raffle ticket at each Chapter
Meeting. NH Food Bank requests non-perishable shelf stable foods. If you are interested in volunteering collecting,
delivering, and/or sorting, contact communications@pminh.org. Needed items are:
-Canned Soups
-Pastas
-Cereals
-Canned Vegetables
- Crackers
-Granola Bars
-Peanut Butter
-Other non-perishable items
-Cash or check made payable to NH Food Bank
-Pasta Sauce
-Crackers

6/18/14
6:00 pm
Portsmouth Country Club
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A PM’s Ponderings – A PM’s Toolbox: Using Humor

By



Nora Colliton, MBA, PMP

When a PM uses humor
correctly, team members
open up as well, improving
team dynamics and interactions.
No better tension diffuser.
And a team that has fun
together accomplishes and
delivers together and on
time? Maybe not “on time”
but definitely the together
part.

Heard of “foot in
mouth” disease? I’ve
had those… a lot.

Awkward silences and

glances, as in “no one
got the joke”? Yes,
had those too. Lots! Rip-roaring
hilarity shared with a program or
project team resulting in wonderful team building experiences?
Yes, count those in too.
I need to share an example here:
At a regularly-schedule team
In my book, using humor as part meeting, I was calling into the
of a project manager’s toolbox is dial in number. For some reason,
a double-edged sword.
that day/time, I was having trouble getting the outside, toll-free
Think about these:
number. Five minutes later, the
 Humor is totally culture,
VP’s admin shows up at our conregional, and environment ference room with 2 town policebased.
men and 1 company security
 There are many things off guard. They knocked at the door
limits when making fun of and asked who called “911”. I
something/someone! And guess my facial expression was so
the list evolves depending priceless that the team never foron your audience, location, got that moment. Yes, we all got
and, even, age of attennervous together, but did we
dees.
have many incredibly light mo What works one day with
ments months later! After many
your team will, assuredly, offers for additional telephone
be different the next. Their training, the incident did not recollective and individual
occur! Thankfully.
moods or the day’s events
can impact their reception
I beof your humor.
lieve I
 A joke is never one sizehave a
fits-most. Even within the
great
same culture, organizasense
tion, etc.
of huOn the flipside, consider these ….
mor. I
 If it works, there is no bet- espouse the “don’t take myself,
ter team builder than
but my work seriously” mantra.
laughing together until you Yes, there are times when I laugh
cry!
because crying is the alternative.
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But for the most part, I prefer
smiles, laughter, and easy moments. But, I’ve learned, that not
all moments and situations call
for humor. Here are situations
when I’ve used humor more successfully than others:
1. Regularly-scheduled, informal
meetings and attendees are
well known to me.
2. Start of a more formal meeting to break the ice. (That
used to be the “usual prescription” for starting out a
meeting … tell a joke.)
3. Discussions have taken a decidedly tense tone – as moderator/facilitator, assign the
item as a parking lot item for
later discussion. Depending on
the audience, use light humor
to redirect the attendees back
to the topic at hand. I say
“light” because attendees can
still be tense and will not necessarily be receptive to humor
right away.
4. My own foibles and missteps –
nothing better than selfdeprecating humor. See telephone skills example above.
(CAVEAT: Beware of frequency and audience. Depending on culture/audience,
a PM is perceived as higher up
in the rung than some. Making
fun of oneself may counter
that thinking and may result
in less respect for the PM.)
So, humor as part of a PM’s toolbox, by all means. But use judiciously and cautiously.
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June Chapter Meeting
Next meeting: June 18, 2014
6 to 9 pm
Portsmouth Country Club, Greenland, NH
So What's Changed in (PMBoK) V5?
This meeting is inspired by changes to the Project Management Body of Knowledge.
Have you had the chance to read the updated PMBOK, version 5? Are you curious or interested in the
changes? Prepare for a fun and engaging way to learn about the changes to the PMBOK in a special 2part session.
Part 1: Project Management Taboo - is a spin of the game of Taboo. This session will be comprised of
teams and test your knowledge on multiple project management topics. This session will be presented
by Julie Wyman, President.
Part 2: of the meeting is a presentation on the changes from V4 to V5 of the PMBOK. This will recap the
knowledge shared in Part 1 and will be presented by Karl Thulin, VP of Professional Development.
Julie Wyman, PMP, is the President for PMI New Hampshire. Julie is a consultant where she provides project
management-related services to clients, including project management office strategy and implementation, project
management collaboration tool selection and implementation as well as core business system implementations such as
ERP and CRM systems. She has over 19 years experience in project management. Julie has been a member of PMI since
2006.
Karl Thulin, PMP, is the Vice President of Professional Development. Karl has found enjoyment in broadening our chosen
profession of Project Management by teaching PMP Exam Prep courseware in extended and boot-camp sessions. Currently
teaching for TheKnowledgeAcademy, a UK based organization, he's escorted close to 500 candidates through the training
program contributing roughly 200 into the ranks of PMP. He has over 20 years experience in Program/Project Management
specializing in IT Delivery Services and Support. Karl has been a member of PMI since 2010.

Awards and Recognition

By Steve Lundquist PMP ACP, M.Sc
President-Elect, PMI-NH

Has anyone noticed that Simon Cowell hasn’t been on American Idol? Could he be up
to something else?
Come to the June meeting and find out who is the most deserving Project Manager in
the New Hampshire Chapter, as well as learning about the most deserving Project in
the state, plus the most deserving Company. Each award winner will receive a nice
trophy and bragging rights for a year. This is going to be an annual tradition in the
chapter, so keep this in mind as 2014 progresses. Next year the same award categories will be awarded. And next year, maybe we’ll have Paula Abdul judge instead?
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July Chapter Meeting
Presidents Choice meeting: July23rd, 2014
6 to 9 pm
The President’s Choice meeting.
July 23rd, 2014
Country Tavern
452 Amherst St.
Nashua , NH
603-889-5871
This will be incoming President, Steve Lundquist’s opportunity to lay out how the 2014-2015
year will look for the chapter, and tell you about his plans.

As a special treat,

our guest speaker will be Mr. Andy Harthcock,
the owner and founder of Djinn Spirits. Andy will relate his experiences in
founding the distillery, and how after earning his PMP he discovered he was
using a lot of the principles of the PMBoK getting Djinn Spirits running. After
his presentation, we will adjourn to the distillery (right behind the Country
Tavern) where Andy will give us a guided tour of the facility, and have samples of his Beat 3 White Whiskey and Distilled Gin.
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Remember: PMPs earn
PDUs for attending PMI
New Hampshire Events
and writing articles for the
Newsletter
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New England
Project Management
Summit
Date: Wed, July 30,,2014
Agenda:
Registration & Networking
7:30am-8:30am
Opening: 8:30am-9:00pm
Morning: 9:00am—12:00pm
Lunch: 12:00pm-1:00pm
Afternoon: 1:00pm-5:00pm

Morning Key Note Session: Project ManagementBreaking the Unwritten Rules
The "unwritten rules" of an organization define
who leads, how they interact with others and
even what they are allowed to do. Discover your
"rules", recognize the ones holding you back, and
design a strategy for developing visionary leaders
who can take your organization to the next level.

Location: Holiday Inn
Boxborough, MA at Rt 495
and Rt 111
Tel: 978-263-8701
Contact the hotel directly for
discounted room rate if
planning to stay overnight.

Earn 8 PDU’s
Registration:
http://bit.ly/PMINE
All day event fee includes
seminar, materials,
breakfast, lunch, and
refreshments. Save 10% register by June 29, 2014.
Early Bird Pricing
PMI Members: $200
General Public: $250

Michael A. Weber
Keynote Speaker

For 20 years, Michael A. Weber has been
motivating and inspiring people to break out of
restrictive patterns of thought and behavior and
open themselves up to achieve greater success in
whatever their field. His passion is helping
people to ignite their performance by challenging
assumptions and patterns of thought and
behavior. He has recently been invited to speak at
PMI chapters throughout the country on the
topics of leadership, resiliency, teamwork,
communication and life purpose.
Learn more about Mike at
www.mikeweberspeaks.com
Afternoon sessions will include multiple
tracks.

http://bit.ly/PMINE

Great sponsorship opportunities are available! Contact Robert Massoud -

president@oceanstatepmi.org

